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132. Real.valued Measurable Cardinals and
F,.Transcendency of Cardinals*

By Kanji NAMBA
Department of Mathematics, Tokyo University of Education

(Comm. by Zyoiti SUETIINA, M. J.A., Sept. 12, 1968)

In this paper, we shall prove F,-transcendency of cardinals"
under the assumption of existence of real-valued measurable cardi-
nal,) applying the results and difinitions used in [2] and [3].

Let I be an ideal over a set A. The equivalence relation between
two subsets B and C of A is defined by

BC--B-C-BelAB-CeI.
By [B] we donote the equivalence class including B. And [A] and []
are sometimes abbreviated as 1 and 0 respectively. The relation
[B]>[C] is defined by [B]>[C]=_BCe IAC--B eI.

An ideal I is called a-complete if
[A]=0 for all va implies [A]=0.

The character of I is defined to be the smallest ordinal a such that I
is not a-complete, and it is denoted by ch (I).

An ideal I is called a-saturated if
[A]>0, [Af3A,]=0 for all v:/:/2, and v, /2b imply b<a.

The saturation number of I is defined to be the smallest ordinal a
such that I is a-saturated, and it is denoted by sat(I).

Let I be an ideal over .. And let 9 be a set of functions in
On*, (On is the class of all ordinal numbers). A function f is said to
be incompressible (cf. [3]) with respect to if the following conditions
are satisfied"

(1) [{v: g(v)<f(v)}]=l for every g
(2) if [{v:h(v)<f(v)}]>O, then, [{v:h(v)<_g(v)}]>O for some

ge.
The following lemma is proved easily. (cf. [3]).
Lemma 1, Let I be an ideal over such that sat(I)_<ch(I)

(0ch (I)). And let be a set of functions in On. Then there is
an incompressible function with respect to

Now we shall define a function a* e On by the induction on a as
one of incompressible functions with respect to {b* ba}. And a*()

*) This work is partially supported by Matsunaga Science Foundation.
1) Cf. [2], [5].
2) Cf. [3], [6].
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is abbreviated as (a).)

Lemma 2. Let be the smallest cardinal number such that
max(, sat(I))g./. Then there is a set of functions 9I with the
following properties:

(i) <_.,
(2) I is arithmetically closed basis (c. [1], [2]),
(3) if fe , then

U{ f((a,), ..., (a)) (g(a,, ..., a))}] 1.

Proof. Let f be a function. And we consider the set
B, ={d [{ f((aO, ., (a=)J=(d)}]>O}.

Then we have

(i)
(2)

dBa...an
Now we put B...
duced by

Then we have

B...
U {v:f((a),..., (a)J=(d)}]=l.

,={d,:p<,}. And the unctions f, is intro-

f,(a, ..., a,)= d,.

_J {u: f((a,), ,..., (a).)= (re(a,, ..., a)).}]= 1.
p<

The required set is easily obtained rom this.

Lemma . Let I be a proper ideal on with the property
sat(I)< ch(I)=,(>o). And let the following conditions be satisfied:

(1) B, (, ,eB,
(2) is arithmetically closed,
(3) [" f((a),...,_ (a))=(g(a,..., an))}]-I for fe ,
(4) B is -closed,
(5) a e B and [{ (d)=a}]>O then d e B.

Then there is an ordinal ao such that
() [B {ao}]u aocB,
(2) sup (B )gao<, ao e B,
(3) if c e [BU{ao}] and [{: (d)=c}]>0 then de [BU{ao}]u.
Proof. We shall first define the sets as ollows

C= U {,:(d)=a},
[{: (d) =a}]>0

A...- U {," f((a), ..., (a)J=(g(a,..., a))}.
And the set D is defined by

D={,:(J<} {,:(a)<(b)JC A....
EB

a,bEB

By ch(I)=, we have [D]=I. Therefore there is a oeD. a0 is

3) Cir. [2].
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defined to be ()o. (2) is clear by this definition. Now we shall
prove (1). Assume that

c e [B U {a0}] N a0.
Since I is closed under substitution, there is a unction f such that

c-- f(bl, ..., b ao) < ao.
By the definition of 0, we have d, ..., d e B such that

0 e {" (d)-b}, ..., 0 e {v" (dn)-b}.
And we also have

v0 e U{v "f((dl), ., (gn), (,))--(g(d,..., dn, ))}.

Therefore for some g e /, we have
f(b, ., bn, ao)- f((g)o, ", (d)o, (,)o)-(g(d, d, ))o.

If. ,<_g(dl, ..., dn, ), then ao<_(f(d, ..., dn, ))o" Therefore we
have

g(d, ..., dn, )<.
Hence we obtain that 0 e {’(g(d,..., dn, ))-g(d,..., dn, .)}.
Namely we have f(b, ..., bn, ao)-g(d, ..., tin, ,.) e B.
Now we prove (3). Assume that

c e [B U {a0}] and [{" (d)- c}]
Then there are ordinals d, ..., dn e B such that

[{’c-f((dl),..., (dn), (ao)) and (d)-c}]>0.
By [{ f((d), ., (d), (ao))-(g(d,..., d, ao))}]-1, we have or
some g e ,

[{" (dL-(g(d, ., d, ao))}] >0.
Hence we have d-g(d..., d, ao) e [B U {ao}]Z.

By the same method as in [1], [2] we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem. Let I be a proper ideal on such that sat(I)<ch(I)

--(o). Then ,-transcendency of cardinals is true for every
cardinals ,>max(o, sat(l)). Namely we have, for eery ,-formula
P(a a, ..., a) in (4).

Yx Yx(x, ..., Xn<AxP(x, xl, ., x)
-]x(xAP(x, x, ., x))).

Corollary. If is real-valued measurable cardinal, then
holds in ().
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